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When Tawney Seren asked me to write, I wracked my mind
and failed to come up with something I thought would be 

interesting. Sex isn’t a topic that I typically talk about openly.  But 
as it happens... my warped little head waited until it was 2am and I 
was juuuuuuust on the verge of falling asleep and BAM… an idea 
popped into my head.

Sex Snafu’s… as told by an EMT.

What you guys don’t know about me yet is that after graduating 
from college I persued my EMT license. Of course we always get 
the “what’s the worst thing you’ve ever seen?” question (if you’re 
one of those people… stop… right now), but no one ever asks us 
what the best/funniest/most outrageous  thing we’ve ever seen was.

I decided to reach out to a Facebook  community of over 80,000 
fellow EMTs and medics from all over the globe.  Hilarity ensued 
and this was what was produced from the post.

THE ORIGINAL POST:

“Here’s the deal, I am writing a blog and one of the ideas I had 
was the best/worst sex fails that landed someone in the ER via am-

Sex Stories from the ER, Part 1

Cordelia Michaelson

Editor’s Note: This was one of the first posts to OpenBobsBB.com that made 
me think, “someone’s gotta make a book out of this stuff.” Perhaps it was just a 
sadistic desire to share some stories I wish I could un-read. Strap in, reader-- 
some grotesque sex snafus await you. 
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bulance. So let me hear it, the funniest, craziest, most cringe wor-
thy most outrageous sex fail you’ve been dispatched to was….”

THE RESPONSES

ALL CHOKED UP

“I wasn’t dispatched to this call... the call was me... a crew I was fa-
miliar with picked me up. I was getting choked during intercourse, 
things got too rough and he actually fractured my Larynx. Going 
back to work was... interesting.”  

(Cordelia comments: As an EMT, one of my WORST FEARS is 
someone from a crew I know coming to a call I placed… I have this 
growing irrational fear of slipping in the shower and them finding me 
naked… I feel for this girl)

VERACITY OF VEGETABLES

“When I was working on my clinical hours, this younger guy 
came into the ER complaining of severe abdominal pain. When 
we were in the room going over what happened, he told us he and 
his girlfriend were experimenting and he got a vegetable stuck up 
his ass. Later that day when the girlfriend came to get him and 
the nurse was going over instructions for release - the girlfriend 
balked when a comment was made about being more careful with 
vegetables in and his rectum. Turns out, she had no part in what 
happened. I distinctly remember her yelling “You called me out of 
work for this?!”

HEART-STOPPING SPARKLES

“During my clinic hours this guy came into the ER, he was prob-
ably in his thirties and started coding (cardiac arrest). This guy was 
COVERED in glitter. We were able to bring him back and found 

Sex Stories from the ER, Part 1
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out he started having chest pains while screwing a hooker. Turns 
out she was waiting for him in the lobby...when she came back in 
the room to see him... I kid you not, she was dressed like a kinky 
clown plastered in glitter.”

REVENGE OF THE RODENT

“Two guys were fighting with each other about whether one of 
them was cheating or not earlier that day. When things got heated 
in the bedroom and they got down to some anal foreplay, one guy 
stuck a gerbil up there.”

(Cordelia comments: I have questions...like where do you get a 
gerbil? How do you not know this is about to happen? DID THE 
GERBIL LIVE? Why is this a common occurrence... Jesus, people stop 
putting furry rodents in places they don’t belong!)

WHAT’S UP, DOC?

“The first call I was ever dispatched to involved a young gin-
ger. The kid was bangin’ a 5ft bugs bunny, then proceeded to fake 
chest pains so his parents wouldn’t get mad at him. He thought he 
wasn’t going to get in trouble when they ER staff told them there 
was nothing wrong. Not only was Bugs crotch cut open but it was 
wet. The golden zinger was the family was extremely religious, the 
mother was hysterically crying while screaming sinner at the top 
of her lungs.”

THE HARSHEST SEX EDUCATION

“Penis fracture. So. Many. Penis fractures.” *Said in a super haunt-
ed tone with extremely vacant eyes*

WRONG BAIT

“A fishing hook. In the guy’s dick. WHO FISHES NAKED?! This 
is what we deal with in rural counties.”

Cordelia Michaelson
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JUST A TRIM

“I worked as a corrections officer for 25 years. One guy had a 
condition where he couldn’t feel pain. He got hold of a pair of nail 
clippers and decided to attempt suicide by removing his testicles to 
bleed out. He cut his sack off...with nail cutters...and didn’t make a 
sound doing it.”

JUST SAY NO

“This one girl shoved a Florida Cane Toad in her vagina because 
someone told her it would cause a psychedelic effect and enhance 
pleasure... All it did was make her vag the size of a grapefruit and 
systemically sick.”

ALWAYS KEEP A SPARE

“Dispatched to an unknown medical emergency. Next door 
neighbor called 911 to report sounds of screaming coming from 
the house next to them, someone yelling for help. Police, fire and 
ems are all dispatched. Police clear the scene, fire gets a door open 
and when they finally found the source of the screaming, it was a 
20yr old female blindfolded handcuffed to the bed, on top of her 
was a unconscious male almost twice her age. Turns out he went to 
stand up and the fan (that was on) happened to catch him in just 
the right spot to knock him out. They spent the next twenty min-
utes looking for the keys after he was taken away in the ambulance 
while she was on the bed covered with another blanket. She had no 
idea where he had put the keys.”

I don’t know about you guys, but I had a lot of questions after 
going over some of these. Mostly, who the hell lets us have sex and 
why can’t we do it semi-responsibly?

Be careful with where you stick things, leave ANIMALS OUT 

Sex Stories from the ER, Part 1
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OF THIS, always know where the safety releases... or keys for that 
matter, are, and do your best to make sure you’re not a call we’ll 
remember for years to come.

Cordelia Michaelson
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Call me a slut. Tell me what a pretty little slut I am. Tell me I’m
Your perfect little slut. I love it.

These days, the word “slut” is associated with loose morals, pro-
miscuity, and hyper-sexuality. Slut shaming is everywhere. Men 
and women alike use the word in derogatory context, only add-
ing to the controversy. Women begin to feel ashamed for being au-
thentic and real. Despite this negative stigma, there is power in the 
term. I, for one, wear it as a badge of honor.

WHAT IS A SLUT?

In my opinion, a slut is unapologetically real. She finds strength 
in her sexuality. She knows the divine power of her femininity, and 
she takes pride in the freedom that come from both. She stands up 
for herself and other women, and understands the importance of 
empowering them, often helping them discover their own strength. 
The modern slut doesn’t allow the opinions of others to affect her 
view of herself.

SEX IS POWER.

It is finding our inner goddess, and finally letting her roam free. 

Slut Power

Freya XO

Editor’s Note: Slut power is a beautiful thing! As a woman who met my 
lifelong partner through the avenue of some serious slutting-around, I cannot 
deny the power that open sexuality can bring to ones life. I hope that you enjoy 
Freya’s perspective on the topic. 
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Freya XO

It’s recognizing that we own our bodies. No one else can make de-
cisions for us regarding who we fuck, how we fuck, or when. We 
are free to explore our bodies alone or with a partner, even multiple 
partners. Maybe even at the same time. We know it is no one else’s 
business what we do with our bodies, and we simply don’t give a 
fuck if others have anything to say about our choices.

WHEN SOMEONE CALLS ME A SLUT, I SMILE.

I thank them for reminding me that I am a bad ass. I take my 
power back silently, but my actions speak volumes. I am soft and 
sweet. I’m raw and uncensored. I am many things. I am a woman. I 
have overcome obstacles in my past that would break most people.

I used those times as learning experiences. I healed. I know I am 
a hot mess, but there is much beauty in it all. I am proud of my 
progress, and I am excited to continue to be the best version of 
Freya.

I AM A SLUT.

I encourage you all to find your inner slut too. Awaken that god-
dess hiding inside you. Let her free you from the reigns of society. 
Be wild, be bold. Do what makes you happy despite what others 
think. Shake your fist at your haters and walk away with a smile. 
Now more than ever, we as women must reclaim our slut power.
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Editor’s Note: Resident Historian Kyle is the spectacularly awesome hus-
band of Open Bobs BBs matriarch, Tawney Seren. His informative posts al-
ways bring levity to OBBB, as well as the unique perspective of a “cam-hus-
band.” This man has certainly seen some ‘hos at work. 

Resident Historian Kyle

International Whores’ Day

I know, I know, it’s not the most appropriately titled day, but hear 
me out first before you all decide it’s time to lynch me.

Whore’s Day is a day to celebrate and honor sex workers of all 
varieties. It’s a relatively new holiday, only going back to 1976, but 
that doesn’t mean that it shouldn’t be revered like every other hol-
iday.

THE HISTORY

During the 1970’s, the French government was oppressing the 
sex workers and pressuring them away from society, forcing them 
to work in secret. With the lack of protection for sex workers, 
things quickly took a turn for the worse, constant violence among 
the workers and even a few murders.

When the government still refused to acknowledge or improve 
the situation at hand, the sex workers of Lyon marched upon and 
occupied the Saint-Nizier church in rue de Brest. The workers went 
on strike chanting and singing political songs, demanding decent 
working conditions and to end the stigma that the government had 
created.
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Resident Historian Kyle

Unfortunately, things have not improved since the 70’s either. In 
a lot of the world the situation that sex workers find themselves in 
is either the same or much worse. Governments continue to perse-
cute today’s sex worker, forcing them to hide in the shadows. With 
the recent laws that are circulating the United States government, it 
seems that history, once again, manages to repeat itself.

But there’s still International Whore’s Day. A day where light can 
be shed on sex workers and hopefully, one day, there will be a time 
where they are not forced to hide or feel judged.
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Editor’s Note: This fiction is positioned early in this collection, because it 
introduces a profession which, though unfamiliar to some, is a consistent fea-
ture of the Open Bobs writings: live webcamming. Tantalizing on a webcam to 
make money is increasingly common, and that world is explored in this text. 

Harper the Fox

Special Skills - a short fiction

Amber sat in the bedroom of her studio apartment, in the
suburbs of Seattle. She gazed at her reflection in the vanity 

mirror, and wondered to herself what makeup technique to exper-
iment with next. Her Instagram presence could use a little boost. 
Maybe she could line her eyes entirely in white? Why not-- it’s time 
to go crazy!

She brushes her long hair off of her gently tanned shoulders. 
While doing so, she studies the dye-job-- a subtle and gorgeous 
dark chocolate - to - caramel ombre transition. Super hot. Amber 
smiles to herself, and throws a little wink in the mirror’s direction.

Suddenly -- CRASH! BANG!

Heavy footsteps resonate in her ears, and they are clearly in her 
apartment. Right outside the door. Her heart beats wildly, and she 
grabs her hot curling iron to use as a weapon if necessary.

The door to her bedroom bursts open, revealing several men with 
close-shaved haircuts and dark suits. She notices that all of them 
have earpieces, with those little curly wires feeding down through 
the lapels of their shirts. What is going on?

“Miss! Miss Amber! Thank god, we have found you. Your coun-
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Harper the Fox

try needs you, and I’m afraid we haven’t much time to explain--”

“What’s going on?!” She murmurs in fear, still brandishing her 
curling iron.

The man at the front of the group smiles, and falls to a knee in 
front of her. The others follow suit, showing clear deference to her.

“Miss Amber, I am so sorry to have frightened you. I am Agent 
Johnson, and we have been looking for a powerful woman like 
yourself for quite some time.”

His change in tone calmed her somewhat, and she sat back down 
at her vanity as the men comforted themselves, sitting cross legged 
on her faux-fur throw rugs, carefully avoiding resting their backs 
against the twinkle lights adorning her pastel walls.

“Okay… Agent Johnson. Why are you here? What do you want?”

He cleared his throat. “Miss Amber, like I said, we have little time 
to explain. So I will tell you what we’re looking for as quickly as I 
can.

“The United States, as you know, are plagued by many enemies. 
In recent battles, we have exhausted all possible options-- psycho-
logical warfare, chemical warfare, bombs, drone attacks… but our 
enemies have been unaffected. So, for the last several months, we 
have been preparing a new plan. We need to distract them away 
from their dastardly aims, and in order to do it, we need a very 
special kind of girl. A very special kind of young woman. And we 
believe that woman is you.”

“What do you need from me?”

“We believe, Miss Amber, that a hot young woman who is will-
ing to capitalize on her hotness is exactly what we need to defeat 
our enemies. She must be willing to prey on the emotions of men. 
She must take great pride in her ability to primp herself. And 
most importantly, she must be willing to toe the line of ho-ing.” 
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Special Skills

“Ho-ing?”

“Yes. For instance, Miss Amber-- lets say a man messages you on 
instagram. He offers you $500 to send him a video of you applying 
oil to your young, supple breasts. Amber-- what do you say?”

“Well, yeah. I guess I’d do that.”

A smile of incredible relief passed across the face of all the agents 
on her bedroom floor. “Miss Amber, you have no idea how unique 
and beautiful that is. You are an incredibly rare flower. Do you have 
any idea how hard it is to find a moderately vain young woman 
willing to capitalize on her looks for money?”

“Well, yeah, I guess I always knew I was kinda unique.”

“Well Miss Amber, here is the deal we’d like to make for you. Ob-
viously, your unique skill set is worth you never again having a care 
in the world. We would like to pay for you to have a luxury apart-
ment in Seattle. You may decorate it however you choose-- fairy 
lights, inspirational sayings hand-painted on wood, the works. You 
may have the lifestyle you’ve always dreamed of-- that you’ve al-
ways known you deserve. Go out for sushi whenever you want. Buy 
Adidas. Get a manicure 3 days a week!”

“That sounds amazing!”

“I’m glad you think so, miss Amber. All we need from you is to, 
several nights a week, record tantalizing videos to occupy the atten-
tions of terrorists abroad. You will be doing your country a great 
service.”

Amber smiled to herself, grateful to have finally been recognized 
for what makes her so special in this world. She beamed an enor-
mous smile in the direction of Agent Johnson, and with this ex-
pression, he knew-- she was in. All in. America would finally be 
safe.
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Editor’s Note: Here we have our first contribution from the matriarch of 
Open Bobs BB herself, Tawney Seren. Every couple must, in some way, address 
the presence of porn-- is it cheating to watch it? Or can we watch together, to 
learn more about each other’s interests?

Tawney Seren

Watching Porn with your         
Significant Other

Let’s be honest, porn isn’t for everyone. Whether it’s the stig-
ma of content being displayed or mentality of sex. But there 

are ways to present the idea of watching porn with your significant 
other that may sway their mind!

SOMETHING TO REMEMBER…

They may never change their mind about disliking porn. It is, 
however, important to figure out WHY they dislike it. Ensure that 
you sit down and listen to their point of view. They may just not be 
interested in the type of porn you choose to watch. In that case? 
Ask and investigate the type they enjoy.

If your partner prefers to never watch porn because it’s immoral 
or ‘disgusting’, listen to the reasons why they believe this. Having a 
conversation with your partner is a surefire way to get everything 
out on the table. Just make sure you don’t jump down their throat 
with reasons why their feelings are ‘wrong’ to you. 

EASING INTO IT.

If you have been able to talk your partner into the exploring 
watching porn with you, I highly suggest watching the most basic, 
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Watching Porn With Your Significant Other

vanilla scenes first. Whether that’s popping in some 50 Shades of 
Grey or looking for some steamy scenes in movies you both en-
joy…this can ease the way into searching for more hardcore porn. 
Don’t shock someone out of their comfort zone the first time! This 
is your partner, ASK what they like and slowly move towards that.

BE SENSITIVE.

If you don’t have the sort of relationship where you can both look 
at others and comment on their appearance…DO NOT comment 
about how sexy or hot those in the porno are. This can be a huge 
step for your partner and if feeling insignificant to the models is 
a part of that hesitation? This will not help. Ensure your partner 
knows you prefer them always, it’s simply a fun thing to add into 
your sex life! Much like a new toy or position!

Happy hunting!
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